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You cant stop the future. You can't rewind the past. The only way to learn the secret ...is to press play. Clay
Jensen returns home from school to find a strange package with his name on it lying on his porch. Inside he
discovers several cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Baker--his classmate and crush--who committed suicide
two weeks earlier. Hannah's voice tells him that there are thirteen reasons why she decided to end her life.
Clay is one of them. If he listens, he'll find out why. Clay spends the night crisscrossing his town with

Hannah as his guide. He becomes a firsthand witness to Hannah's pain, and as he follows Hannah's recorded
words throughout his town, what he discovers changes his life forever.

On POPSUGAR you will find everything you need on. 13 Reasons Why is a show that wants to make a
positive difference.
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Netflix Alters Graphic 13 Reasons Why Suicide Scene After Controversy. Hannah subjected to sexual assault
cyberbullying and unresponsive adults leaves behind a box of thirteen cassette. Thirteen Reasons Why

follows the story of Clay Jensen as he returns home from school to find a mysterious package on his bed. Jay
Ashern çok satan romanndan uyarlanan Netflix Orijinal Dizisi Ölmek İçin 13 Sebep Clay Jensenn Dylan
Minnette okuldan döndüü bir gün. Netflix Announces 13 Reasons Why Final Season Premiere Date Watch
Related Stories More From. Ja ich bin die Neue 56. 13 Reasons Why. Trailer Trying to Understand. The 13

Reasons Why actor worked with the luxury fashion label by casting and photographing its Viva Viva
campaign. Look at the original The Office from the UKit ran for 12 episodes with two specials. 13 Reasons

Why news cast gossip and season finale explainers from Digital Spy.
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